
● Beijing I passed 

I have been to Beijing for eight days last week for a campus tour. The university is 

Beijing Foreign Studies University, we called BFSU.From day one to day three, I had 

the lessons about writing of the news, comparative reading on Chinese  Literature, 

German grammar, and philosophy in English. All of the lessons are interesting to me. 

Besides, the learning environment at that school got me refresh.The students 

concentrated totally on their courses, and studied hard every moment. I was 

surprised when I saw the sight.

 

After day three, I had the tour for historic site.There are many ancient, representative, 

Chinese, and historic culture founded deeply in Beijing, because it was one of the 

capitals in the past. The most famous, and spectacular is the Palace Museum. It was 

the imperial palace in Ming Dynasty. And the Forbidden City is inside it and 

surrounded by the moat. It was the house for the royal family at that time. When I 

walked into the Palace, I couldn’t  repress a sigh of admiration and continuingly 

touching.



It’s not beautiful but awe-inspiring. I could image the scenery that the life in the 

palace and feel the  history had happened in the past.How could the ancient people 

build such a grad and magnificent construction? It really excited me.



In addition, I went to lots of places with my fellow student. We went to the bookstores 

as well as bought the books there, because the prices in Taiwan is more expensive. 

It only took me NT.800 to buy four books here, what the cheap price it is. Moreover, 

we went to the shopping street for some food. Most of the flavors are appetizing. 

Especially fried bread stick I really love it. In Taiwan, the texture is crumly, however, 

in China it tastes crispy and doughty. This is finger-licking good. By the way, the one 



of beverages I felt weird. It was “Tapioca milk tea”coming from Taiwan. The tapioca 

balls is too tough to chew it. As a result, I prefer the one in Taiwan.

 

In my free itinerary, I also went to the grocery. The strawberry milk from Korea and 

the Ritter chocolate from Germany are cheaper half price than Taiwan there. And in 

China, there are many farms in Inner Mongolia,thus the milk is cheaper, too. 

I savored the time in Beijing, walked alone and reflected on spiritual matters in 

solitude. In reality, sometimes I feel lonely. After the great shock from the students’ 

attitude made me feel that I want to climb higher and higher. I realized that it’s just 

lonely at the top. Hence I would get back on the horse and change my day I had 

never before. I determined to venture outside my comfort zone. Soar myself. 



Thanks everything in Beijing, I’ll come back.

 


